29 Commercial Street
Nanaimo, BC
V9R 5G3

Web: www.aquilla.ca Email: info@aquilla.ca

Posted March 22, 2019
Aquilla Archaeology is seeking a qualified archaeologist starting immediately.
The position involves joining a team whose goals are to conduct high quality research
and results. This is an outstanding opportunity for someone who is passionate about
archaeology and who wants to work in a growing company and live on Vancouver
Island.
The candidate must have verified and current abilities as an Archaeology Branch
approved field director and permit holder of both s.12 and s.14 permits for the
Northwest Coast.
Candidate Qualities:















Manage constructive relationships with First Nation communities, proponents and
various levels of governmental stakeholders
Demonstrated commitment to the discipline of archaeology
Comprehensive understanding of various approaches and archaeological perspectives
Established foundation of Northwest Coast archaeological knowledge
Excellent identification and analysis skillsof Northwest Coast material culture
Contributes to improving what is known about the archaeological record
Strong commitment to ethical archaeological practice
Ability to manage schedule and fulfill multiple deadlines
Clear communicator both verbally and in writing
Ability to create high quality digital graphics such as maps
Production of well-written reports in a timely manner
Physically capable of all aspects of fieldwork in various seasons and conditions
Work with proponents to identify project scope and develop proposals
Demonstrated report writing abilities to meet current standards

Preferred Qualifications:




ArcGIS fluency
Master’s degree
Qualifies for membership in the Register of Professional Archaeologists (RPA)
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Archaeology Branch approved Field Director and Permit Holder (s.14 & s. 12) for the
Northwest Coast
Demonstrated technical writing abilities
Flexibility
Sensitivity
Ethical conduct
Commitment to learning and striving to meet professional best practices as they evolve
in the discipline
BA or MA in anthropology or archaeology
Preference for GIS experience
Supervising field projects
o Survey, impact assessments, excavation, site visits etc.
Recording and updating archaeological site boundaries to Archaeology Branch
standards
Coordinating field schedules
Using best practices for field documentation
Artifact cataloguing/analysis (Northwest Coast Culture Area)

We offer:






Professional development support
Unique employee benefits
Flexible schedules to help maintain life balance
Opportunities for growth
The best place to work outside - the Northwest Coast on Vancouver Island

Please email a CV with demonstrated relevant experience. Up to three professional
references are required. CV’s without references will not be considered.

